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Abstract: As a first case study in parallel object-oriented term rewriting, we give two implementations of term rewriting algorithms for boolean terms, using the parallel object-oriented features of
the language Pool-T. The term rewriting systems are specified in the specification formalism ASF.
Correctness proofs for the implementations are sketched.
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1. Rewriting Boolean Terms, version `1
1.1. Below we will specify a term rewriting system for boolean terms in the ASF-formalism.
An introduction to ASF is given in [BHK]. For term rewriting systems we refer to [K]. Sizable examples of ASF-specifications that constitute complete term rewriting systems may be
found in [RH].
module Booleans
begin
exports

begin
sorts

B

functions T

-> B

F

&

-> B
B -> B
B # tB -> B.

logical not

logical and

:

--

:

B # B -> B -- logical or

end
,equations
-F

[Zl -T = F

1,

[2] -F = T
[3] T-& T= `T

[4] T & F = F
[5] F & T = F
[6] F & F = F
[7] T v T = T
[8] T v F = T
[9] F v T = T
[10] F v F = F
end Booleans
Comments:

- We will deviate in two minor details from official ASF syntax. One is the omission of
the dots around the v operator, which actually should have been v. This has the
single-characters, which
advantage that in the parsing processithe lexical tokens are
prevents the need for a separate lexical scan. The other deviation concerns the context
free grammar of terms and will be explained below

- The specification is interpreted as a rewriting 'system T In the obvious *ay: the
equations are read as rewrite rules from left to right.

- It is evident that T is strongly terminating; and confluency follows from regularity (the
rewrite rules are left- linear and do not 'overlap). T is`thereforea complete term
rewriting system.
- This specification is an extension of the specification of the booleans in [RH1. The
most effzcientAimplementationof the module BOOL as it appears there would simply
check whether the symbol F occurs: a rather atypical shortcut.

1.2. The rewriting algorithm
The main idea of the algorithm may be expressed as follows : a term is represented as a tree,

.the nodes of which are active objects that execute in parallel. This is easily realized in the
language Pool-T, which has active objects executing in parallel as its main feature. For an
introduction to the Pool-T see [A], [AU], and [BM]. The representation of terms that is used in
the implementation below is rather straightforward : the parsing of a term 'Yields a termobject
that contains a main function symbol and two daughter termobjects. The main symbol is either
`T' or 'F' or an operator: 6M'; 48z.' or `v'. Depending on the arity of the main function symbol
(0, 1 or 2), 0, 1 or 2 daughter objects obtain the proper subterm, transformed into a termobject,
as their value,
In the implementation below, only the term rewriting is done in parallel. Parsing is done sequentially by an object called driver. Another possibility would be to let each termobject do its
own bit of parsing, for instance as follows : a newly created termobject is initialized with a
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string for the term it is` to represent. It determines the main function symbol and 0, 1 or 2
substrings from this string, according as the main symbol is T, F, - , v or &. The main
function symbol is retained, 0, 1 or 2 new termobjecrs are created and these, are initialized with
parsing algorithm.
the substrings. This algorithm has to -compete with the
Now the latter -takes a look at each character in the string exactly once, whereas the parallel
algorithm goes through the string- over and over= again; for this reason we -preferred sequential
parsing.
We use the following contextfree grammar:

<term> ::_ <factor> 1
<factor> "&" <factor>
<factor>

"v"

<factor> ::_ "(" <term> ")"

I

<factor>

I

I

"T" :

L

"Ft'

This grammar contains the second deviation from ASF. The -first' operand of a binary
operator symbol may be =a term in =ASF (thereby---allowing terms like T v T=v T which equals

(T v T) v T) whereas it is only allowed to be a factor in our grammar. The advantage of this
is that the parsing can now- be=done by a simple recursive descent parser,instead of an LRparser.
The following `rewriting algorithm is executed by the termobjects: as `soon as a termobject

comes into existence, it starts to rewrite. It checks if it has any daughters. If it has, these
daughters are requested to send their normal forms. Then the object determines the normal form
of the term-it represents and answers the request from its mother to send-this normal form.

1.3. The implementation and its correctness proof
Concerning the program below, only the behavior of the driver, the automatically created
first object, remains to be explained. It asks the user to type in a boolean term. Thus Boolean
terms enter the system as character strings. The string is parsed in a traditional way, only the
result of the parsing is a somewhat untraditional termobject. This termobjeci, is asked "for its
normal form, the normal form is printed and the driver asks for the next boolean term from the
user.

We now sketch a proof that the two main parts of the program, the rewriting and the
parsing, function properly. First the parsing part,-themethods parseterni and parsefactor. One
can prove the following statements (by errors we mean syntax errors in the input string):
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Parseterm and parsefactor will terminate if the. input is a finite string (induction on.
1-i)._

If the, string index i points to the, first character of a correct term according to the
grammar given above; .the term. s.just somewhere in the string and may be followed
by other characters) and if no error has occurred yet,-then parseterm and parsefactor
will field the correct termobject for the longest; correct term starting at position i,
will give the string index the value 1 + the index of the last character of the term
just parsed" and will not generate an error message(simultaneous induction on'the
lengths of terms and factors).
At most one error message is generated. After the detection of an error, nothing
further is done with the erroneous term and the user is immediately prompted for
the next term.
If a call to parseterm [parsefactor] does not cause an error message, then the part of
the string from the index value before the call up to (but excluding) the value after
the call, obeys the syntax of terms [factors] (induction on the length of strings).
The proofs are straightforward. We have not taken the trouble to check formally if the error
messages always make sense. Such a check is possible, but tedious. In test runs We did not
detect: any nonsensical,. error messages. In any case, we haven established .the equivalence that
really matters: a term is correct,iff it is - processed: without generating an error message.

For the rewriting. part, one proves the following statement :
answering the message "sendnormalform", a tern bject,:will send the normal form
of the term it represents.
This is done by a case distinction on the basis of the value of the instance variable "mainsymbol" and by realizing that the recursive descent, needed in the: proof, does indeed terminate,

-

The program
## Boolean reduce -program,-with=

rewriting.

sequential parsing -andparallel

ROOT -UNIT

CLASS Terrfnob jest
VAR mainsymbol

objl, obj2'

:

:

Character,

Termobject
I

ROUTINE new(obl:Termobject, mnsymbol

Termobject)

-Termobject`

RETURN NEW !

.

init(obl., mnsyjnbo1,, .ob2),

END new
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:

'Z

Character, ob2

:

METHOD init(obl:Termobject, mnsymbol

:

Character, ob2

Termobject)
Termobject
mainsymbol <- mnsymbol;
objl <- obl;
obj2 <- ob2
RETURN SELF
END init

METHOD sendnormalform() Character
RETURN mainsymbol
END sendnormmalf-orm:

BODY
ANSWER(init);
THEN
IF mainsymbol
IF (obj2
sendnormalform()
mainsymbol <- 'F'
ELSE mainsymbol <- T'

T' THEN

!

FI

ELSIF mainsymbol = '&' THEN
IF ((objl sendnormalform()) '-=

'

!

( (-obj2

!

sendnormalform O _)=

=

T')
T')

&

THEN

mainsymbol <- 'T'
ELSE mainsymbol <- F'

FI

..

ELSIF mainsymbol = 'v' THEN
IF ((objl
sendnormalform()) = F')
sendnormalform O) = Fr' )
((obj2
!
!

&

THEN

mainsymbol <- 'F'
ELSE mainsymbol <- T'
FI
FI;

## no action necessary if mainsymbol is already T or F.

ANSWER(sendnormalform)
END Termobject
--------------------------------------------------

##

CLASS Driver

VAR termstring
String,,
termobject z Termobject,,
t

1
Integer,
Write File,
screen
keyboard
Read File,
enough, erroroccurred
i,

:

:

:

:

Boolean

METHOD error(s
String) Driver
erroroccurred <- TRUE;,
new_line()
screen
write string(" error found by ")
write-string(s)
new-line(
RETURN SELF
END error
:

!

!

!

!

METHOD parseterm() Termobject
Termobject, operator
LOCAL obj, objl, obj2
Character IN,.
IF i > 1 THEN error(" parseterm
unexp.end of string.")
:

:

:

:
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ELSE

objl <- parsefactorO;
IF - erroroccurred THEN
IF i > 1 THEN
obj <- objl
ELSIF (termstring @ i = 'v')

I

(termstring @ i = '&')
THEN
operator <- termstring @ i;

i <- i+1;

obj2 <- parsefactor O ;
IF - erroroccurred THEN

obj <- Termobject.new(objl, operator,' obj2)
FI

ELSE obj <- objl
FI

FI
FI

RETURN obj
END parseterm

METHOD parsefactor O Termobject
Term.object IN
LOCAL obj, objl
IF i > 1 THEN error(" parsefactor : unexp.end of string.")
('
THEN
ELSIF termstring@i =
:

:

i <- i

+ 1;

..

obj <- parseterm O ;

IF - erroroccurred THEN
IF i <= 1 THEN

IF termstring@i

a= ')' THEN

error("parsefactor
ELSE
i <- i+1

unexpected char.")

:

FI

ELSE error("parsefactor

:

right paren.' missing")

FI

FI

ELSIF termstring@i
i <- i+1;

THEN

objl <- parsefactor O ;

IF - erroroccurred THEN
obj <- Termobject.new(NIL,

1-1,

objl)

FI

ELSIF (termstring@i = 'T')
(termstring@i = 'F')THEN
obj <- Termobject.new(NIL, termstring@i, NIL);
i <- i+1
ELSE error("parsefactor
unexpected character")
I

:

FI

RETURN obj
END parsefactor

METHOD squeezespaces(s
LOCAL s2
String, i, 1
:

s2 <- lilt .

:

String) String.:
Integer IN

1 <- s size();
i < 0; c,
!

DO i < 1 THEN

-

i <- i + 1;

THEN .
IF s @ i
s2 <- s2 . concat (.s
!

RY

!

s-ubstring (i, i)-)
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FI

OD

RETURN s2
END squeezespaces
BODY
screen <- Write File.standard out();
keyboard <- Read_File.standard_in();
enough <- FALSE;
write string(" you can quit with q.")
screen
!

!

new line()

new line();

!

DO - enough THEN
write string(" give a boolean term >
screen
termstring <- keyboard
read string();
!

!

IF termstring = "q" THEN enough <- TRUE
ELSE
termstring <- squeezespaces(termstring);
erroroccurred <- FALSE;

i <- 1;

size();
1 <- termstring
termobject <- parseterm();
IF - erroroccurred THEN
IF i <= 1 THEN
error("driver
remaining characters at end of term")
!

:

FI;

IF - erroroccurred THEN
write_char(termobject
screen
!

!

sendnormalform())

FI

FI;

screen

!

new line()!new line()

FI
OD

END Driver

2. Rewriting Boolean Terms, version 2
2.1 In this section we introduce another specification of the booleans, one that allows so-called
lazy rewriting. In Booleans2, the right-hand side operand of a term Tv (...) has no influence on
the normal form. The most efficient procedure in such cases is to stop processing terms as soon
as they are seen to be irrelevant. This is most easily implemented in languages with an interrupt
mechanism. As far as we know, the languages of the Pool family do not have such a mechanism. Below, we try to make the best of it without interrupts, checking whether a stop message
has arrived as often as possible.
module Booleans2
begin
exports
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begin
B

sorts

functions T: --> B

F: -> B
-

:

&

'v

B -> B
:

--

B # B -> B
B # B'-> B

logical

not

-- logical and
-- logical or

end

variables p

->.B

:

equations

[1] -T = F
[2] --F = T
[3] T & p =

p
[4] F & p = F
[5] T v p = T

[6] Fvp=p
end Booleans2

2.2. The implementation of Booleans2 rewriting
We only need to change' the class Tormobject The syntax,of terms'and:the vvay we represent
.terms by objects is still the same. Termobjects should now issue stop messages; and when they
receive such a message, they must send stop messages to their` non-NIL daughters that are still
running.
The proof of the correct behavior of termobjects is now somewhat more involved than in
section 1. One may prove the following statements, in the order in which they are given:

--

a termobject sends one message to its non-NIL daughters, either "stop" or "sendnormalform",
a termobjeot receives exactly one message (after initialization), either "stop" or
sendnormalform" (the top object receives a "sendnormalform" message from the
driver);

.

if a termobject receives a "stop" message, it sends a .`,`stop" message to its non-NIL

daughters and exits,,
if a termobject receives a."sendnormalform" message, it, sends the correct. normal
form of the term it represents.

The definition of CLASS Termobjects for Booleans2
CLASS Termobject
VAR mainsymbol

:

Character,
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objl, obj2

:

Termobject

ROUTINE new(obl:Termobject, mnsymbol
Termobject)
Termobject
init(obl, mnsymbol, ob2)
RETURN NEW
END new

:

Character, ob2

:

Character, ob2

!

METHOD stop O. :"Fe°rmobject
RETURN SELF

END stop

METHOD init(obl:Termobject, mnsymbol
Termobject)
Termobject

mainsymbol: <- rnnsymbol;

,obj1 <- obl;
obj2 <- ob2
RETURN., SELF
END init.

METHOD sendnormalformO-Character':
RETURN mainsymbol
END sendnormalform
BODY
ANSWER (init)

THEN

IF mainsymbol

SEL ANSWER;(stop)

THEN 'obj2,! stop,

OR

THEN

IF,,,obj2
s,endnormalform=O
mainsymbol -` F'r '..
!

_

ELSE mainsymbol <-

_ 'T' THEN

'T'

FI;

ANSWER (stop, ser dno"rmalform)
LES
ELSIF mainsymbol = '_&',-THEN
SELANSWER -(stop

THEN objl
OR

!

THEN

IF obj l

.C

stop(); obj2

!

stop ()

' sendrioriftalform O _ ' T'

mainsymbol <- obj2
stop();
ELSE obj2
mainsymbol <- 'F'

!

THEN

sendnormalform O'

!

FI

ANSWER(stop, solnihbrinalfbrm)
LES

ELSIF mainsymbol = 'v',THEN

SEL ANSWER (stop)
bR

THEN
.THEN
THEN

objl I stop() ; r_aobj2

IF objl

!

!

stop (._

sendnormal'formO _ 'F' THEN'

mainsymbol <-. obj2
stop (
ELSE obj2

!

sendnormalfo-rm O.

!

FI;

mainsymbol <-

T

ANSWER(stop, sendnormalform)
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LES
ELSE ANSWER(stop, sendnormalform)

FI
END Termobject

Of course, the surest way to avoid objects working on terms none is interested in is to have
them start rewriting only after they have received a sendnorrnalform message (putting the code
for rewriting within the method sendnormalform). Unfortunately, this would make our- entire
program sequential.

3. Plans for further work
A program for rewriting boolean terms is of small value by itself; automated rewriting is
useful only for complicated term rewriting systems. Even there, it is useful only if it is-based on
a theory with some degree of generality. Ideally, particular rewriting programs- would .be
generated automatically. In the near future we plan to implement more complicated systems
from [RH] and to combine the idea of parallel object-oriented rewriting with the theory of graph
.rewriting as treated in [BEGKPS].
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